
Vocabulary

There is no proper language teaching/learning 
without vocabulary!!!



Vocabulary
You need a thoroughly prepared word list for yourself and for 
the students. It really helps both of you. 

Depending on the topic and the level it can vary in length and 
difficulty. 

Teach the students the words, translate them, practise 
pronunciation, use the new vocabulary and give the students 
sufficient time to study (homework). 



www.quizlet.com
Quizlet is a mobile and web-based study application that allows 
students to study information via learning tools and games.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCIJu8nt5sk





Here are a few other ideas 
how to practise the words



Crossword



https://www.xwords-generator.de/en



Jumbled 
words



Translations



Monolingual descriptions



Grid



Matching



Cross out the wrong one

camshaft – piston – valve – surface

to weld – to solder – to mill – to varnish

stress – strain – acceleration – strength

truss - brass – copper – steel



English explanations



https://learningapps.org



Ball game
25 words on a list. The number your finger points at when catching the 
ball is the word you have to translate, explain, etc. 



1. force
2. friction
3. lubrication
4. surface
5. bearing
6. camshaft
7. crankshaft
8. piston
9. gearbox
10.sealing
11.washer
12.shaft



13. brass
14. to cast
15. to forge
16. to weld
17. angle
18. diameter
19. velocity
20. acceleration
21. to grind
22. rigid
23. thread
24. draft



Competition
Words must be written on cards

Pair work: students ask each other, translate the words, explain them in 
English

Pair work competition: you have 10 seconds time to translate the word. If 
you succeed, you get a point. 

Group competition: at least three groups. The team that knows the word 
gets a point and asks the next one. You can also have to explain the word 
in English. The team that has explained it successfully gets a point as well. 



Taboo
you must explain your word to your own group without using the other 
expressions given on the card. 



kahoot.com
Kahoot! is a game-based learning platform, used as educational 
technology in schools and other educational institutions. Its learning 
games are multiple-choice quizzes and can be accessed via a web browser 
or the Kahoot app.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAfnia7-rMk




